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With the recent accords in the

I.N.F. negotiations once again attention must be focused on what, if

anything, is gained by signing arms
control agreements, and especially
those which seem to undermine the
attempts of the Western Alliance to
deter Soviet aggression into Western
Europe.
Often advocates of arms control
seem to prefer the increased prospect
of conventional war in order to gain
what they like to call “crisis stability” orthe ability to control escalation,
and to attempt to lower Eastmest
tension. The fact is that the former is
undesireable in the context of
N. A.T.O./Warsaw Pact deterrence,
and the latter is a myth.
In addition, the I.N.F. accords
make the prospect for conventional
war more likely, and will damage
alliance cohesiveness by caIIing into
question American commitment, and
by putting a dangerously large emphasis on the conventional balance in
Europe, in which it is generally accepted that the Soviets have a large
edge.
First, however, it is important to list
briefly what is and what is not covered
in the I.N.F. accords. The weapons
which will be covered are all landbased missiles with a range of greater
than 300 miles but less than 3500
miles. Not included will be tactical,
or battlefield, weapons with ranges
generally uinder 150 miles. The
strategic fores of each side, those able
to reach from the mainland of one

superpower to that of thc other, will
also be unaffected.
T h e specific missilc types covcrcd
will are U.S. Pershing 11’s and
G.L.C.M. (364 total), and on the
Soviet side are S.S.-ZO’s ;Ind S.S.’12’s
(673 total). T h e West German
Government has also decidcd io scrap
their 72 rershing 1’s in response to
Soviet insistence that no agreement
could be reached with those missiles

rciiloved.
One ofthc main problems with the
accord is that it is not rc:illy a valid
q t r r r f pro q r c o with respect KO the
tnrgeting capahilitics of each supx*power. ‘I‘h Soviets low very littlc,
bccausc although thcir exiremcly
dangerous S . S.-20’s arc removed,
similar coverage of N.A.T.O. can be
achicvcd by using strategic weapons
such BS the new, highly rnnbilc
WL‘PC
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ERE IS THE SIX
Eric J. Labs A’88
Self-congratulation and forgetfulness often go hand in hand. For example, notice that one cannot read or
hear a story about college students today without the liberal-left community lamenting the supposed lack of
social activism of college students.
Specifically, these people complain
that we have lost the “socjal consciousness” of the Sixties. Now that
perhaps is not so surprising since
those who do the lamenting are of the
illustrious Sixties college generation.
,What this attitude implies, of
course, is that the so-called activism
of the 1960’s was somehow a good
thing. My answer to that is a cross between a sneer and an uncontrollable fit
of laughter.
The Sixties college crowd,
Woodstock and all, never represented
the views of their entire generation.
While many college radicals received
massive media coverage, people are
oftten unaware that more college age
paople supported the 1968 Presidential candidacy of George Wallace than
Eugene McCarthy. The crushing 1972
defeat of George McGovern, who was

nominated by the Democrats after the
radicals took control of the party
political apparatus, demonstrated that
fact convincingly.
Contrary to the popular view, Sixties college radicals never practiced
civil disobediance in the tradition and
honor of Martin Luther King, Jr., He
broke unjust lavs precisely because
they were unjust and then willing submitted to punishment for breaking
those laws.
Not so Sixties college students. If
they opposed the draft iaws they did
not become conscientious objectors or
go to prison to protest the so-called injustice of the Vietnam War, no. They
draft dodged to Canada.
One of the most prominent myths
of the Sixties was that college students
then were concerned about the welfare
of people, and that concern was what
motivated their activism. Wrong. Oh,
I’m sure some were, but in reality, the
Sixties college generation was selfish
and self-centered. They protested the
Vietnam War because they did not
want to fight, less so becausc they
thought it was unjust. They advocated
free sex because that is waht they
wanted, lass from some principted

S . S . - N , while the U.S. loscs the ability to target the Soviet Union from
Ijtiropc.
‘I’hc Soviets thereby gain an advant;rgo in responsc rime, while the Europe:ins do nor. Europe does iioc either
gnin a n i1lcre;ise in security from
nuclear attack. There are those who
:que that French and British arsenals
are sufficient to deter Soviet attack;

conviction that it should become the
foundation of a new social order. Only now are the full consequences of the
free sex movement coming to fruition.
The same can be argued by the Sixties generation of use of drugs. It is
not hard to figure out why the Sixties
college students acted the way they
did with acid on their brains.
The foreign policy if it could be
called that - of many Sixties students
was equally selfish and incoherent,
They had no respect which probably
derived from a lack of self-respect.
Soldiers returning home from risking
their lives for their country and doing
their duty were spat on, denounced as
baby killers and ultimately ignored.
They dishonored their President with
the chant: “Hey, Hey, L.B.J.! How
many kids did you kill today?”
These students loved the COMmunist states of Vietnam and Cambodia. Thcv wtxe, after all, being oppwsed hy the evil American Empire.
Rut when Vietnam and Cnmbndia
became camps of slave lahor nrld death
in which millionl; prilhed. the silrnce
OR the Left - the mcml pontifracrt,r*;
was deafening. Apparently, OJ-I~~;.
right-win!: dictaturyhil.\s were evil;
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socialist dcctatorships only undcrwent
periods of “social adjustment.”
And think of the damage these
students caused in the name of their
alleged high ideals, Peoplc who
disagreed with them on college campuses were shouted down, beaten up,
some nearly killed. The Columbia
library was burned, millions of dollard
in damage was caused by their
senseless destruction, There was and
is no ex&e for that. But we never
hear about these tings when commentators and writers today glority
Woodstock or the “Summer of
Love.”
We don’t hear about the
totditarianism the academy during the
Sixties. What was the difference between their actions in the Sixties and
Mitfer’s Brownshirts of the 193O’s?
Their actions were as identical as their
zealotry.
In hjl; hook Ctang:ing ofthc Gtrard,
David Broder quotcc conservative activist D;wid Kecne discussing his college year ;the 1960’s). Keene rnjovcd
c!ebatirig the ctallrge Left whcn they
tvotild listen. lierne stare\: “I entoy
dehatirig but thcrc W Y no pmGhi1iiy

-
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Russian Translation: At Mr. Phillips Course
Translated by
Jonathan Tarr A’88
The following is an article translated
fram Pravda, the offical Soviet Communist Party newspaper. We found it
f.nny and we hope you do too.

. . , Washington. Six O’clock in the
evening. In the crowded room of a
private home an unusual lesson.
begins. All the participants payed 17
dollars for the class. The group of
listeners is quite diverse: an
economist, an unemployed college
senior, 2 marine infantrymen, an
uncniployed college senior, a young
lawyer, a college administrator.
The teacher enters-an older man
with neatly combed back hair, sunken
cheeks, and pointedly gazing blue
eyes. He began withthis monoloque:
“If you decide to do this, you will
recall, you must continually Iie to your
ncighbors. You must deliberately
break laws in different countries, and
even leave one’s own family. IN other
words, to carry out two lives.
Perhaps the reader guesses he is attending a training course for professional spies. But in the given case the
students aren’t taught by the CIA,
which from the birth of its activities
has been occupied training future
%ens 007, but by a private individual,

who in his time was enslaved actively
in the field of espionage and sabotage,
and who now lucratively trades his
experience.
Similar courses are multiplying
throughout the country. And this is
a sad token of today’s America with
her crimes of espionage, hunts for
“red agents,” increasing instances of
political conspiracy,.adventurism,and
even professional killings.
“Knights of cloak and dagger” in
the time of the Reagan Administration
are held in high esteem, and some of
the especially non-scrupuIous
Amcricans wouId like to follow this
example.
Yes and how not to want, if the
President himself lifts to the rank of
“national hero’’ Lieutenant Colonel
Oliver North, who secretly set up inside the White House his own mini
CIA, engaging in the breaking of laws
in the United States and other countries, and then shamelessly lying about
’it to Congress. ‘
Those who gather on the third floor
of that Washington home believe that
Oliver North and thbse similar to him
carried out actions “in the name of the
highest national interest,” and
therefore want to carry their own
styles into the secret operations of the
United States abroad.
The course of lectures which tells
6

how to best prepare and mix poison,
how to quickly change one’s ap-a
pearance, how to escape pursuit, or
how to falsify bank records, is titled
“A Career in the Sphere of Secret
Operations. ” The students don’t intend to become regular allies of the
CIA. The prefer something different:
In the future tB offer their services to
interested individuals and organizations, as is said, for a soldiers pay.
What type of service’this will be is
not difficult to guess. It is sufficient
to become more closely acquainted
’ with
the blue-eyed mentor, who
methodically teaches his pupils the
secret trade.
David Atlee Philips--himself well *
known in the dark alleys of American
intelligence activities. He was a trained officer of the CIA from 1954 to
1975. The last two years of official
’ career h e headed Langley’s Latin
American department.
His list of service is extensive. He
spied in Chile, Cuba, Lebanon,
Guatemala, the Dominicar; Republic,
Brazil, and Venezula. He prepared the
weak invasion of the anti-Cuban band
a t the Bay of Pigs. And this is not all.
In one of the books about the 1976
killing in Washington of the former
Chilean Foreign Minister Letelier
Orlando, there is mention of the direct
participation of Phillips in this evil.

.

And in English investigator Anthony
Samorsom’s book, “Who Killed
President Kennedy?’’ Phillips is involved in the conspiracy with the goal
of removing the President.
You become acquainted with these
facts and think: He should be punished. But no, we poorly understand the
valves of the Washington establish-.
ment. Phillips not only peacefully enjoyus freedom, but in additon has the
right to pass on his trade and keep the
money he earns doing this. And certainly satisfaction is gained from what
his students listen to with great attention. How, for example 23 year old
marines feel a secret spying mission is
“the dream of a lifetime.’’ What can
we expect from the followers of Mr.
Phillips? Only one thing--new acts of
sabotage, killing abroad. And
everything of course in the nation. of
“the highest national interests” of the
USA.
“But we have such freedom!”-retorts some American. Only that
freedom which doesn’t limit the right
to meddle in others affairs, to construct conspiracies, to torture and
even so kill, and to bring bloodshed
and suffering, gives no right to name
such a word.

I
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-THE MONTH IN REVIEW
Who is a Racist?
A New York State agency published an
affirmative-action training manual that poased the
above question. Written by one Carolyn Pitts, the
answer is: “All White ipdividuals in our society
are racists. Even if a White is totally free from all
conscious racial prejudices, he remains a racist, for
he received benefits distributed by a White racist
society through its institutions.. .” A formidable
exposition of logic. Two things strike us as interesting. 1. Ergo, all white children in the womb
are destined to be racists beyond their power. Quite
a burden, indeed. 2. It is further interesiing that
an obviously good liberal like Ms. Pitts left.all her
pronouns in the masculine language. Wk think
she’s just plain nuts.

Deep Thinking?
Get this. In April, Harvard student leftists
prevented a South African official from speaking
on campus. Their actions was defended by law Professor Randalsl Kennedy - who also happens to
be on the board of directors of the Massachusetts
branch of the A.C.L.U. “There comes a point
where a speech is so far apart’’ from a community’s values that “it shouldn’t be tolerated.” South
African officials, Kennedy said, “represent an advocacy that is beyond the pale. ” someone asked
him whether he’d approve of beating or killing the
speaker. “It’s a close call, something I’d have to
think deeply about,” -leaving the only question
whether Professor Kennedy can think deeply. (National Review)

Happy Birthday

I

Radio Marti, the station which broadcasts the
words of freedom to Cuba’s proletariat, celebratd
its second birthday this summer. So far, the station has been a huge success and apparently is
widely listened to. It’s the only source of information Cubans have, considering the official Cuban
media is little more than propaganda outlets. Of
course, Castro hasn’t given up. Two Radio Marti
commentators received letter bombs, a present
from the socialist utopia sinking into the Carribean.

RADICAL, RIGHT-WING ULTRA-CONSERVATIVE HUNS ARE AlTEMPTING TO DEVOUR CBS TELEVISION AND FOIST THEIR FASCIST, NEANDERTHAL VIEWS ON HER INTREPID NEWS DIVISION,

I
F

Hearings I

Strikes and Sanctions in South Africa

These Supreme Court hearings are a gold mine for
little goodies. Senator Mezenbaum (D-Oh.)
chastized Judge Bork for his views on Commerce
law, saying that “little guy wants to but at the
lowest price.” Now why doesn’t the Senator take
that fact into considetation when he votes for protectionist trade legislation and the result will only
raise prices for the consumer?

Black unions in South Africa are little more than
five years old yet they already have come of agc.
They have wielded the power of strikes against the
most strategic and discriminating industries in
South Africa to get equal wages. That is thc proper way to progress towards equality; guns and
bombs will do them no good in the long run. It
is interesting, however, how all the liberals quickly came to the moral support of the South African
strikers. But if these liberals have their way, divestment and sanctions will be imposed on South
Africa, throwing millions of blacks into unemployment. Where wiil their power to strike be then?
You can’t have it both ways.

Hearings I1
Senator Leahy (D-Vt.) started asked (much to his
regret3 why Judge Bork did not do more legal
charity work while he was a Yale professor. When
. the Democrats start asking questions like that, it
is apparent that the ideological arguments against
Judgy Bork arc floundering.

Gary Tightwad

The media has reported ad nauseum about all the
various interest groups that have come out aginst
the Bork nomination: A.C.L.U., N.O.W.,
N,A.A.C.P., etc. What we never heard, however,
was that the Southern Baptist Conference with 15
million members (more than all the other groups’
membership combined) endorsed Robert H. Bork
for the Supreme Court. Just another example of
liberal media bias, distortion by omission.

Hearings 111
Bork is damned if he does and damned if he
doesn’t. On the one hand, Judge Bork is being attacked for being a rigid, doctrinaire ideologue.
When he points out that he has changed his minds
on various occasions, he is attacked for being inconsistent, lacking in principles, and having
miracle conversions. You can’t have it both ways.

-4

Most people have probably heard this one, but
we’ll tell it again anyway. On returning from his
recent vacation in Ireland, former Presidential candidate Gary Hart informed us that he would not
re-enter the race for the White House. Joy.
However, what you probably don’t know is that
he stiffed an old lady out of $600. rent for the cottage he stayed in while he was on the Emerald Islc.
Apparently, he kept the keys and skipped. At least
with Nixon he waited ’till he got into office to be
a crook, but 01’ Hartpence must be avoiding the
Christmas rush.

Bork’s Opposition

#

Freedom for Publicity
The National Review had this gem in a recent
issue:
Asked to account for his Castromania in 1984, Jesse
Jackson said that after all he had succeeded in effecting the political liberty of a dozen Cubans. The
question seldom then asked, “Why did they lose
their liberty in the first place?” Releasing prisoners
has become the regal gesture. Mitterand was given
Valladares five years ago, and last week,
Nicaragua’s Daniel Ortega gave Senator Thomas
Harkin (D-Iowa) Lino Hernandez (director of the
Permanent Commission for Human Rights in
Managua) and Alberro Saborio (president of‘the
Nicaraguan Bar Association). How had they got
into jail? By testing the proclamation of political
liberty, part of the background noise given to The
pact signed by the five Central American governments, with the primary design of getting the U.S.
Government to stop supporting the Contras.

Uh, Oh-Maybe Not
Re: John Sass0
What did Dukakis know? And \When did he know
it?

.

*
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The I.N.F. Treat

uropean Security

continued from page 1

,

I

however, those arsenals only give the
Soviet Union an incentive to preemp.
* Even so,
French and British
weapons are worthless because they
cannot be used without drawing the
retaliation of the Soviet Union. They
would, in fact, be deterred from using their weapons, unlike the United
States which could use the 1°F.
force to launch a warning and
demonstrate commitment, strike
some limited targets in Eastern
Europe or military installations in the
U.S.S.R. - without drawing a total
retaliation. The U.S. arsenal deters a
strike. on U. S. mainland; the Soviet
response would likely be local, in
Europe. Hence, the U. S. threat to use
I. N.F. is much more credible than the
use of French or British weapons or
even a U.S. strategic launch.
In addition, tactical, or battlefield
weapons are useless. They would have
to be targeted on German soil to block
a Soviet advance, and thus would
destroy what they were trying to
protect.
This carries over well into a short
discussion of “crisis stability.” In effect, by removing the option. to
escalate credibly to nuclear war, the
I.N.F. accords enhance “crisis stability.” However, since N.A.T.O. is a t
a disadvantage in conventional war
fighting ability, the credible threat to
escalate to effectively undermined by
the I.N.F. agreement.
However, the actual threat of war,
although increased, is less likeiy than
the negative political repercussions
which may result. The I.N.F. accords
damage N.A.T.O.’s greatest asset, its
cohesiveness.
By not being able to use nuclear
weapons credibly in Europe our level
of commitment is lowered. This holds
true despite the large numbers of U.S.
troops which will remain in Europe
simply because the Europe and
U.S.S.R. will never know whether the
U. S. would simply withdraw in case
of an attack, and revert to pre-W. W.
I1 isolation. This is the reason General
DeGaulle advocated the development
of a separate French nuclear force in
the 1950’s.
The fact that our Commitment to
Europe is lowered can have none other
than .a negative influence on

N.A.T.O. and European cohesion.
Not only are the U S . and Europe
decoupled as far as repelling invasion
is concerned, but there will also be a
wedge driven between the European
themselves. Neither the British nor
the French can be expected to draw
the wrath of the U.S.S.R. by resisting
aggression into West Germany,
N.A.T.O. charter and recent French
declarations notwithstanding.
As a result, the prospects for the
Soviet Union to use coercive
diplomacy and “Finlandize” the
Europeans one at a time (“divide and
conquer”), are greatly enhanced. This
“Finlandization’ ’ can take many
forms, t h e most likely being
demoralization and lack of willingness
to oppose the Soviets in a forceful
way. This is reminiscent of pre-W. W.
I1 appeasement, and the rapid collapse
of a powerful Grench army in June,
1940,‘which were both major symptoms of demoralization. West German
willingness to scrap the Pershing 1’s
in response to Soviet pressure can be

THE SIXTIE
coniinued from page 1

of that in the late 1960’s. I got up to
debate a felIow who later sat on the
Madison City Council, and he got up
and said, ‘When the revolution
comes, people like you will be shot,’
and walked out.” Yeah, what an ilustrious decade it was.
Today, some people are hailing the
divestment movement as a return of
social conciousness by college
students. This, too, misses the mark
for a number of reasons.
People who make such declarations
re not interested in fighting apathy but
rather have a specific political agenda. Only those who adhere to that
agenda can be considered activists, or

having a “social conscious.” The,
establishment liberal-left never hails
the conservative student movement;
they.condemn it. T o them, someone
fighting for Conservative principles
should not be commended for being
concerned about the world, but ought
to be attacked because they are enemy
a newer, more dangerous enemy
than the liberal-left has ever faced
before. The conservative student
movement threatens winning the
traditional liberal-left citadel: college
students.
In reality, the divestment movement today does resemble one Sixties
element. It is a movement of the rich
and liberal and radical. As in the Sixties, the divestment movement in

-

understood in the context of
demoralization.
Naturally, the argument is made
that a buildup in conventional
N.A.T.O. forces will offset any of the
possible negative effects of the I.N.F.
accords. But this argument is flawed
because the very nature of arms control treaties - through giving false
hopes that there is less tension and
danger and that peace is at hand lessen the willingness of democracies
to increase military spending.
In addition the economic problems
of many of our European allies (Britain with 12 per cent unemployment
is a prime example) will also adversely affect the ability and willingness to
increase conventiona1 force levels.
Finally, the connection between
arms control and EastNest tensios
must be explored, and .the myth that
the former reduces the latter. A basic
Look at recent (post-W. W. 11) history
shows that this link is false, that arms
levels do not influence tensions.
Tensions have ebbed and flowed

composed mostly of rich, liberal
students who are feeling guilty about
their privileged positions. Thus, opposing racism in faraway South Africa
is a cheap, easy way for these people
to relieve their guilt. They won’t do
something substantial like give up
their cars or designer jeans or shopping sprees to Bloomingdales and
donate the money to the United
Negro College Fund. No, no. Activism only when it’s comfortable and
profitable.
They called the Sixties “Counterculture.’’ The culture of the United
States is democracy is freedom. What
is its ‘‘counter?’’ Makes you wonder
whether that illustrious Sixties college
generation would have fought the
Nazis - or joined them.

t

’

without much regard to arms levels:
In fact, the periods of greatest tensions
in 1946-53 and 1958-62 and again in
1979-85 have had wildly different
arms levels in both absolute and
relateive terms. Ther periods of relaxation in 1962-73 and again 1986present show no lower arms levels
than the periods preceding them. It
seems that lower tensions bring about
arms control, and not the other way
around.
The I.N.F. accord is dangerous
because the trade-off in capabilities
between the U.S. and U.S.S.R. is
uneven, the lessening deterrence of
conventional war. The decrease in
cohesiveness of the Western Alliance
can only result in giving the Soviets
added opportunities to maneuver
politically in Western Europe. The
benefit gained by N.A.T.O. is only
the removal of s . S - 2 0 ’ ~meaningless
~
considering other Soviet capabilities.
The Soviets do not need to deter
N.A.T.O.
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GZasnost is Window Dressing
Scott

Baker

Much has been made during the
past several months about Premier
Mikhail Gorbachev’s policy of glasnost
and those reforms it is intended to
bring. Though few would deny the
“Gorbachev era” has brought about
an increased openness in Soviet
Russia, this should not be construed
as proof of change so much as official
recognition of problems which has existed for year and are now finally being addressed. Rather than being the
impetus to restructure Marxist society, glasnost is merely window dressing
for the same outmoded policies
Moscow has followed for decades.
Take for example, Mathias Rust,
the lastest victim of Soviet “reform.”
His historic flight into Red Square on
May 28 garnered for himself a series
of international headlines plus three
months in Lefortovo Prison. The only thing “open” about this entire affair was the inevitable public showtrial
replete with prepared confession as
well as a four year sentence to a labor
camp for illegal entry of the Soviet
Union, violation ininternational flight
rules and “malicious holliganism.”
Rust’s action posed no real threat to
Soviet security; indeed it was the
meclianism by which Gorbachev further consolidated his power base with
the ouster of Defense Minister Sergei
Sokolov and marshal of Aviation Alexander Koldunov, leftovers from the
Rrezhnev regime. His guilt was in erroneously believing that such an illconceived stunt could actually male
a contribution to world peace.
T h o u g h pregnant with tragic
possibilities, the intention was admirable, If &most was truly a positive
shirt in
attitudes, this judgm x ~t vastly disProPortionate to the
“crime” COm~~itted would be
counted as proof of MOSCOW’S
desire
for improved relations with the West.
As of this writing, Rust Still mains
imprisoned.
T h e other area in which perestroika .
(restructuring) has yet to occur centers
on arms negotiations. Western journalists have been endless in their
praise of Gorbachev’s radically “new”
proposal to eliminate all short- and
medium-range nuclear missiles
(which, in actuality, is a slightly revised and expanded version of President
Reagan’s earlier “zero option” which
was rejected at that time by the
Kremlin as unacceptable); yet so en- ‘
thralled are they by the dove of peace
no one has perceived the cage in which
it was presented. Moscow continuously delays agreement by a tactic of ‘.‘oh-by- the-way. ’’
Let the record speak for itself.
Earlier ths year both sides were near
concluding an 1,N.F. (Intermediate
Nuclear Forces) treaty when Soviet
negotiators suddenly insisted that
seventy-two
West
germanowned/American-armed Pershing 11’s
be included in the final tally. A
Stalemate was avoided when
Chancellor Helmut Kohl judiciously
offered to eliminate. these weapons
once an agreement had been reached.
No ssoner was this obstacle hurdled
when another was erected over
verification procedures. Teagan willingly complied, tempering some of the
more stringent demands. However,
before a reply could even be formulated, Moscow was calling for yet
another modification of the original

-

-

ter, forcing Reagan to either accept
terms disadvantageous to the United
States or uniustly bear the burden of
scuttling peace,
Such tactics sliould come as no surprise to the Mcsr; they were first
utilized last Octolm at Reykjavik
when a treaty on strategic missiles was
derailed by Gorbachev’s last-minut inclusion of “St:ir W a d ’ into surnmit
discussions. Little lias chnngcd since
Rrexhncv; Moscow still refuses to
make meaningful concessions, only
now a more concerted effort is inderway to place the onus for failure on
Washington,
Gorbachev will most likely
dominate the Soviet politicd :mna for

’

accord: imcmdiace removal of
warheads but phased withdrawal of
launchers a move which would have
done much to nullify the proposals
previously settled on.
This k r m of negotiatin continued
until the surprise announcement
September 18 that an agreement in
principle $had been reached between
\VasiiiIjgtoii nnd Moscow. Hopes for
;in :iccord tire built on a. weak foioundation, though, for details still have to
bc worked out conccrninR rneans of
verification and timetables for reduction. *It is in these areas that Gorb:hw,will play his trump card. ’Talks
will soon breakdown ovcr some seemingIy iiivial but vitally important mar-

the remainder of this century. But
the de-Stalinization program of an earlier “reformer,” is
nothing more than a catch-phrase for
the inevitable reshuffling that takcs
place whenever power changes hands.
Will it bring greater efficiency to both
Communist Party .and Marxist
economy? The odds are decidedly in
MOSCOW’S
favor. Will it bring about
a fund:iinental alteration in the
.Kremlin’s attitudes? That is a task
which will require much more than a
new image and rhetoric.

~ ~ ~ S I I O like
SZ,
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CRIMINAL INJUSTICE
L

Edwin Feulner
If I were a criminologist, I might be
bubbling over with even more profound ideas, but here are three words
that could change the world: build
more jails.
In truth, over the last generation the
increase in criminologists has gone
hand in hand with a staggering increase in crime. What we need are
fewer criminologists and sociological
theorists, and more cops and jails.
I say this in the wake of a recent
F.B.I. report showing that the 1986
national crime index was the highest
since 1981. Violent crime, in particular, shot up 45 per cent from 1977
to 1986. A recent N.B.C. special on
juvenile crime reported that murder .
by juveniles is up 20 per cent in the
last tow years. Most juvenile criminals
will keep it up until they’re locked
away. The statistics show that 70 per
cent of 15-17-year-oldsarrested are rearrested within a year.
Americans are fed up, and are
demanding that government turn
some of its much-advertised compasdon away from criminals and toward
their victims. The outrage could be
seen in the public support of Bernard
Goetz, who used a gun to defend
himself when accosted in a New York
subway.
Aside from setting the terms and
tone of the debate, however, the
~
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federal government can’t do much
about crime, especially violent street
crime, which terrorized people in their
own neighborhoods and often makes
them prisoners in their own homes.
Dealing with this is chiefly the
business of state and local
governments.
Even the F.B.I. statistics are
somewhiat misleading. Many crimes
go unreported. Most of those reported
don’t lead to arrests. Most arrests
don’t lead to convictions. And most
convictions don’t keep criminals off
the street long enough. You don’t
need a degree in criminology to know
that there aren’t enought police to
catch the thugs, or enough jails for
those already caught.
We do know plenty about what
causes crime. The view that poverty
is the ‘chief cause, long an article of
liberal faith, flies in the face of a blizzard of facts. There is no evidnece thlt
the crime rate rises or khls with the
poverty rate.
Police and others with hands-on experience dealing with the flotsam of
society have pointed out repeatedly
that the root of themes sis tat the notion of responsibility to society has
given way to “victimology,” or the
notion that criminals art victims of.
society’s injustices. Believers in victimology insist that society has to
change before crime can be reduced,
and that criminals, because they’re
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victims, deserve therapy instead of
punishment.
But even a few bleeding hearts have
started to see the folly of this, and to
face th ugly fact that thugs are rarely
transformed by moral lectures, consciousness raising, or psychotherapy.
Studies and the sky-high rates of
repeat crime have . exposed
“rehabilitation” as a farce. The muggers and stick-up artists just laugh at
our foolishness. Only one thing can
deter criminals: fear of getting caught
and put away for a long, long time.
Unfortunately we’re now saddled
with court decisions that, on
technicalities, have hamstrung police
departments and emboldened

criminals. And we’re stuck with a
criminal-justice establishment that has
a stake in perpetuating rehabilitation
,delusions,
The American people know in their
guts that there is too much crime
because criminals know there is too
little punishment. What to do about
it? Build more jails. And keep convicted felond behind bars for the full
terms of their sentences.
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(Feulner is president of The Heritage
Foundation, a Washington-based
public policy research institute.) .

BENNETT ON BLOOM’S BOOK
William Bennett
When I arrived at college as a
freshman some time ago, -1 had
definite ideas about how to use my
four years of higher education. I was
resolved to play a little football, and
I wanted to major in English in order
to become sophisticated, land a good
job and make big money.
But because of my college course requirements, I found myself in an introductory philosophy class, confronted by Plato’s Rgpublic and a
remarkable professor who knew how
to make the text come alive. Before we
knew it, my classmates and I were
ensnared by the power of a 2,000 year
old dialogue.
In our posture of youthful cynicism
and arrogance, we at first resisted
believing the. question of justice
should really o‘ccupy our time. But
something important happened to us
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that semester as we fought our way
through the Republic, arguing about
notions of right and wrong. ’Aiong the
way, our insides were shaken up a bit.
Without quite knowing it, we had
committed ourselves to the serious
enterprise of raising’ and wrestling
with great questions. And once caught
up in that enterprise, therre was no
turning back. We had met u p with a
great text and a great teacher; they
had taken us, and we were theirs.
Every student is entitled to that
kind of experience at college. Good
courses should shake you up a little,
expel stale opinions, quicken your
senses, and animate a conscious examination of life’s enduring questions.
Unfortunately, a growing body of
evidence indicates that this is simply
not taking place at enough of our colleges. That fact is becoming increasingly obvious.
Proof of this is the extraordinary

reception given to University of
Chicago Professor Allan Bloom’s new
book, The Closing of the American
Mind. Although I must say that I dissent .from his views on rock ’n’ roll,
this is a brilliant and challenging
book. It contains a devastating critique of, and a moving lament for, contemporary American higher education. And for most of the summer, it
has been at the top of the New York
Times best-seller list.
Our universities, Professor Bloom
asserts, are too often hostile to serious
thought; no longer arre they places
where the transmission, criticism and
renewal of intellectual traditions are
assured. “The University now offers
no distinctive visage to the young person,” Bloom asserts, nor a set of competing visions of what an educated
human being is.
If Professor Bloom is correct - and
there is every reason to believe that he
is - then something has gone terribly
wrong on many American campuses.
Students are not getting the education
- (experiences, the challenges, the
true opening up to man’s achievement
and life’s possibilities - they deserve.
As a student, you can do something
about this. The first thing you can do
is get a copy of Allan Bloom’s book,
and read it. Think about what he has.
to say. Ask yourself some hard questions about your college or university. And ask those same hard questions
of your professors, faculty, and
administrators.
If you’re not satisfied with the
answers you get - if you’re not

satisfied with the education your
school is providing - resolve to get
a good education anyway. Fortunately, at least a few good allies can be
found on almost every campus: good
teachers, serious friends and good
books. In selecting courses, don’t be
afraid intellectually to bite off more
than you can chew. Seek out the best
teachers, those who can stretch the
limits of your knowledge and bring
life to the subject at hand. Take advantage of those teachers in calss after
class.
In the end, regeneration of our
universities will come from within.
Only those within the academy can
rescue the academy. Students can play
a part. Students can demand that colleges live up to the promises in their
glossy catalogues. This will benefit
you, and it will be a service to those
who follow in your path.
So read Bloom, think hard - but
also have fun this pear. And in this
one respect, feel free to .act contrary
to Bloom’s advice: feel free to listen
to a few, o more than a few, rock ’n’
roll classics along the way. This simmer, as Allan Bloom’s book was
number one on the best-seller lists,
the Los Lobos film soundtrack to La
Bamba was topping the Billboard
charts. Take it from a former rock
band guitarist, from a soul that will
not cease longing to hear Ritchie
Valens and Buddy Holly just one
more time, that rock ’n’ roll and good
education are not incompatible.
Mr. Bennett is Secretary of Education.
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Liberty and the Sad Case of InCAR
James Burke F’89
Simply stated, the violent act which
Joshua Laub attempted was, at its
heart, a direct attack on one of the
fundamental principles of our liberal
democracy, that of free speech--an old
refrain to be sure, but repeated often
enough. Joshua Laub’s supporters
(most of whom belong. to a group
known as the International Committee Against Racism, or InCAR,. of
which Laub is also a member) proudly
proclaimed in subsequent letters to
the Daily, that their “direct action”
had been a success. But a success in
what sense?

Spring, a front group for the MarxistLeninist Worker’s Party of Boston.
The MLWP is a Trotskyite, neoAnarchist, revolutionary group that is
Wganized primarily in the Boston
area, and recruits almost exclusively
on Boston area college campuses. The
anti-democratic, anti-American, and
violence prone nature .of this group
must be a cuase for concern for any
thinking American.
In my foure-now moving on fiveyears at Tufts I have witnessed
numerous “direct actions” organized
by InCAR and the MLWP, to include: protests outside of last year’s
conference on terrorism; protests and

More to the point, over the course
of four ycars as a Tufts undergraduate
I have had the sad misfortune-as one
who values our special liberties as
Americans and as students of Tufts
University--to witness the expnnsicm
on university campuses thonighout
the Boston area in membership of InCAR, simultaneous with the slow hut
stcady expunging of any right to “f‘rcc
speech” by individuals for whom the
extreme Left hold nothilig but base
hatred.
For those unfarnilnr with InCAR, it
is, according to its own literature,
which a former roommarc of mine
picked up at a UMass-Boston rally last

thrcnrs of violent action prior 10 :i
scheduled spccch hy Iknrv TCi.;sinpx
at the Pletchcr School thrrc yairs ago;
ant1 an assnult on R Contrn Itwlcr ;it
I3ositrii IJnivcrsitv t w o >CII*\it^^(^, 111.
CAR’S violcni i.c!piitarion, . I t i d i t \ mtwork wit hin t he ’1’11f i I; Co t i i n i i iii
~ ty
has, in fiict, forced the F ~ t ~ ‘ hSchool
cr
t o mnvc rnany of‘its mivities involvi ng h igk- pro fi 1c i 11d i v i d 11:I Is (1ffcampus. This rc:ility is iriily s:lddcning for without evcn d l i n g the
MLWP’s b l u f f ~ moliti/.c
o
rhcir shuck
troops the Tufts Chmmunity is
deprived of omortunitics
to hear the
* .
views of rnany influenrial a n d promincnt people in the field of interna-

I

“SO, SUE ME.

. ..

”

tional affairs.
In the course of subsequent debate
over the merits and demerits of
Laub’s act I also found it particularly
interesting to note that none of Laub’s
cohorts chose to make known InCAR’S true origins and affiliations.
Could it be that they did not know?
I doubt it. They ask that we
recognize the “ t r u t h ” about
Nicaragua, but one must assume that
these people have the intellect to
recognize the “truth” of their actions,
however they wish to perceive reality
or shape it. To be fair, some of these
poor folk may have been-dare we say
the word--naive to have succombed to

evolvint: MLWP str:itcgy to Iteep
its ties with InCAli covcrt. Morc liltcIp, they wantcd to keep thc ties hid-

311

t k n from thc ‘fufts Chnmunity.
N(t ni;iiicr wh;ii ihc s:id truth, T,:iiih
:itit1 his cohoris do deserve credii for
of fend ing oiir scnsibilit ies. The Tufts
In(:AK cell mannpxi to cicfy :ill logic,
lv ol‘fcring the suggc\tion to unattcnlive rc:idcrs ol the Daily t h a t ;ittendancc rcstricrions at the Calcro spccch
(security against InCAR) wcrc i1 violntion of‘TI1BIII right to cxercisc free
spccch *

What did thcv incan b y this absurd
cxcroise in self-contradiction?
I think they incant to say-wiping

away the threads of deceit in their
argument--that such constraints were
a violation of their “right” to impinge
on the liberty of others to speak freely. I think they were truly irritated
that they were unable to get more InCAR members into the room to create
an even greater disturbance and pose
a true threat to the security of Adolfo
Calero.
If we learn nothing else from this
episode, I would hope that InCAR
and its progncitor, the MLWP, would
be recognized and treated as the
threats that they are to our liberty and
to our academic freedom, I believe it
is incumbent on us as students, im-

buctl with a greater sensc o f curiosity
nnd a greater willingness to strctch the
liniits of our freedoms t h i l n other
Amcricans, to recognize that those
;inlong 11s wlio, while sccking to
stretch thc cdgcs of society’s iolcrancc
of‘ frccdom of expression to include
violence and lawlcssncss, arc in h c t
seeking to subvert our core valucs.
Confusion in this dialectic on what
constitutcs LLfreedom
of spcech” bctween Communism and American
democratic values will only generate
greater cognitive dissonance regarding
cxisting threts to our society, and will
allow ilnti-democr:itic groups to furthcr dissimulate thcir objectives.
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James Robbins
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Last year in these pages I defended
the Federal Districk Court decision in
the Hawkins County, Tennessee,
school textbook case. To review briefly, a group of parents and students
complained that assigend texts in
grade,-school reading courses offended their religious sensibilities. The
students, who refused to read the
books, were expelled. The court
ordered that, instead of expulsion,
alternative readings which would
werve the purpose of teaching the
students to read be supplied, at the expense of the students’ partents. This
decision was favorable, in that it
allowed for individual diversity, yet
also unfortunately a case of judicial
activism.
Recently, the sixth circuit Court of
Appeals in Cincinnati, the court
which ordered the case be heard in the
first place, overturned the Tennessee
decision. The logic of the reversal
hinged on two points. The, Court
stated that “there was no proof that
any plaintiff student was ever called
upon to say or do anything that required the student to affirm or deny
a religious belief or to engage in or
refrain from engaging in any act either
required or forbidden by the students’
religious convictions.” I n addition,
the Court repeated a dictum of the
Supreme Court, that one purpose of
public education is to teach fundamental values “essential to
d em oc ra tic so c i e t y ,’ ’ including
“tolerance of divergent political and
religious views.
Where the Tennessee decision was
flawed but sound in effect, the reversal is not only terrible reasoned and
illogical, but also a major imposition
on personal liberty. The fundamentalists argued that the assigned textbooks inhibited their free exercise of
religion. According to the Supreme
Court in the cases Abington School
District v. Schempp and Murray ZI.
Cdrlett (1963), the purpose of the
“free exercise” clause of the First
Amendment is
“to secure religious liberty in the individual by prohibiting any invasions
thereof by civil authority.. ,.[I]t is
necessary in a free exercise case or one
to show the coercive effect of the
enactment as it operates against him
’ 3

in the practice of his religion.”
unusual. Reading is doing something,
The Appeals Court held that the
‘as is thinking. In essence the state is
above test was not met; there was not , claiming the right to coercively expose
proof that any student was compellthe student to any ideas it desires, proed to “do or say’’ anything which in- . vided the student is not compelled to
hibited his free exercise of religion:
accept them - and it may do so no
Wait a minute. It is clear that the
matter how burdensome the imposistudents were compelled. to d o
tion on the individual.
something - they were told to read .
Let’s‘take the court at its word €or
literature which thev found reoulsive .
a moment. Bv the above reasoning,
or risk being expelled. A coerEive efcould the Bible be used to teach
fect? Sounds like it to me. Was this . reding, so long as children were not
action “forbidden by the students’
compelled to do or say anything
religious convictions?” In a work, yes.
religious? Sure. This would cause an
The claim that no proof ofthe infracoutcry, since the Bible is a recogniztion was forthcoming seems incredied religious document, and parents
ble when the very fact that a case was . and students might fear subtle indoctrination. The Wizard of Oz, on the
filed indicates some sort of
dissatisfaction.
other hand, one of the contested texts,
The Court ruled that the religious
is not offensive to the religion of
liberty of the students was not invadmany, and is usually accepted as
ed. The students, however, disagreed,
reading matter. But this is not a quesand it makes 1;ttle sense to secondtion of numbers. Rights pertain to inguess them.
allow the state to . dividuals alone, and if the sensibilities
determine when such infractions OCof even one student are offended by
cur is untenable (since it allows the
a book, that student should be given
state, in practice, unlimited power)
a choice other than exguIsion.
and nonsensical (because the state
The second point in the decision is
cannot tell an individual what his
simply amazing. In defense of the
beliefs are). Stating that compelling ’ “fundamental value” of “tolerance
students to read literature offensive to
of. ..religious views” the court is seetheir sensibilities is not calling upon
ing to it that children are confronted
them to “do” anvthine Seems .
with ideas they find offensive and
‘
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which. conflict with their personal
values, and in addition are told that
if they do not continue to expose
themselves to these ideas, they will be
thrown out of school. The children
asked only for an alternative. They
did not presume to force their ideas
on their classmates, not place the cost
of their special texts on the taxpayers.
Their unique requirements were an
imposition on no-one. The Court
believes that these children lack
democratic values; but it is not the
children who need a lesson in
tolerance.
Thus we are left where we started
last year, with the rights of the individual ignored, the perrogatives of
the state affirmed. Again lives will be
disrupted in order to allow state
educators to minimize deviation from
their established agenda. It need not
always be like this, thoug. Then there
is no government involvement, Constitutionality is not a question, and
rights are not violated. So there is a
simple, foolproof method for preventing this kind of problem in’ the
future: -strict adherence to the doctrine
of separation of school and state.
Mr. Robbins is a student at the Fletcher School
of Law and Diplomacy.

